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clusion to this tense thriller.—Lesa Holstine,

Long Island homicide detective Maggie
D’Arcy and her daughter Lilly plan a vaction in Ireland after the death of Maggie’s
ex-husband the previous year. Just before the
trip, Maggie and her partner catch a case: an
unidentified man shot on a beach; he turns
out to be from Dublin. Once he’s identified as Gabriel Treacy, Maggie calls Dublin
detective Roly Byrne to ask why Gabriel
is in the States. She gets strange answers
from the Irish end: Gabriel worked for an
international aid organization; his mother is
dead; and he’s canceled his email accounts.
Maggie’s boss agrees she might be able to
learn more in Ireland, but the district attorney throws a fit when he learns she left
during a major investigation. Maggie only
gets a short time to connect with Conor,
the man she loves, and to work the Irish
angle, before she’s called back to the job.
The DA’s office believes Treacy’s death is
tied to a gang, but Maggie finds convoluted
links to the past, to Gabriel’s birth, and his
time as a hostage in Afghanistan. VERDICT
The second Maggie D’Arcy novel is as intricately plotted as The Mountains Wild. Clues
from the past culminate in a tragic con-

Webb, Brandon & John David Mann.
Steel Fear. Bantam. Jul. 2021. 464p.
ISBN 9780593356289. $28. THRILLER

Evansville Vanderburgh P.L., IN

DEBUT NOVEL Tom Clancy meets Agatha
Christie in this electrifying tale of a serial
killer aboard an aircraft carrier. Navy SEAL
Finn hitches a ride home from the Persian
Gulf on the USS Abraham Lincoln, where he
keeps to himself and wanders the giant vessel. Soon, shipmates start dying; these appear
at first to be suicides, but the truth is more
sinister. Finn, being the newcomer on board,
becomes the primary suspect. Proving his
innocence might lead to redemption, so he’s
motivated to uncover the truth. VERDICT
The combo of a military thriller and a serial
killer narrative is genius, and the story sings
with compelling authenticity. Readers of
either genre will find much to savor in this
page-turning novel. Webb and Mann dive
into the world of the aircraft carrier—an
enormous city on the sea that’s a character
in itself. Hopefully, this is only the start of a
series featuring the enigmatic Navy SEAL
Finn.—Jeff Ayers, Seattle
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Swallow. (Andy Hayes, Bk. 7). Jun. 2021.
264p. ISBN 9780804012324. pap. $21.95. M

With two sons and two ex-wives, PI Andy
Hayes is desperate for money, so he takes on
a 40-year-old case. In 1979, Preston Campbell’s father, a cop in Columbus, was shot
apprehending a robber. The robber (later
ID’d as John Ebersole) was himself shot by
another cop, but then he seemed to walk
right out of the hospital. Now, after his father’s suicide, Preston wants Hayes to look
for Ebersole. Ebersole’s reported to have
died in a fire, but Andy promises to give it
at least a few days. His search takes him to a
private college where he connects with PI
Hillary Quinne, who’s working a different
angle on the Ebersole case, for a trustee who
wants to run for senate. What could the
trustee, an East German professor emeritus,
have to do with Ebersole? A murder and a
break-in at Andy’s house hint that he’s on
the right track, but he’s having a hard time
tying together the threads from the college,
the robber, and records that have gone missing from the precinct. VERDICT The seventh “Andy Hayes” mystery, following Fatal
Judgment, is a satisfying, complex story for
readers who enjoy hard-boiled private eyes
who struggle with their personal lives.—Lesa
Holstine, Evansville Vanderburgh P.L., IN
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